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The exact solution of the Schrödinger equation for the Coulomb potential is used within the scope of both
stationary and time-dependent scattering theories in order to find the parameters which determine the regular-
ization of the Rutherford cross section when the scattering angle tends to zero but the distancer from the center
remains finite. The angular distribution of the particles scattered in the Coulomb field is studied on rather a
large but finite distancer from the center. It is shown that the standard asymptotic representation of the wave
functions is inapplicable in the case when small scattering angles are considered. The unitary property of the
scattering matrix is analyzed and the “optical” theorem for this case is discussed. The total and transport cross
sections for scattering the particle by the Coulomb center proved to be finite values and are calculated in the
analytical form. It is shown that the effects under consideration can be important for the observed character-
istics of the transport processes in semiconductors which are determined by the electron and hole scattering by
the field of charged impurity centers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of nonrelativistic charged particles by the
Coulomb center is one of the canonical problems both in
classical and quantum mechanics which is known as the Ru-
therford problem. It is a generally accepted view that the
differential cross sectiondssud of the particle scattering to
the solid angledV is of the same form in both cases(for
example, Refs.[1,2])

dssud = ssuddV = S a

2mv2D2 dV

sin4u/2
, s1d

where m and v are the particle mass and velocity, respec-
tively, with parametera defining the amplitude of the Cou-
lomb potentialUsrd=a / r.

Thus, the main measurable characteristic of the scattering
process in the Coulomb field has the nonintegrable singular-
ity in the limit u→0 (in quantum theory the singularity ex-
ists also in the scattering amplitude). Fortunately, this singu-
larity does not lead to any problem when describing most of
real experiments because particles are scattered by the sys-
tems with the total zero charge. In this case the singularities
due to the scattering centers of opposite signs are compen-
sated and the cross section proves to be regular in the entire
angular range. There are, however, some physical systems
where one should solve the problem of regularization when
calculating such integral scattering characteristics as the total
stot and transportstr cross sections

stot =E dssud, str =E s1 − cosuddssud. s2d

For example, one can mention the calculation of kinetic
process characteristics in plasma and impurity semiconduc-
tors or collisions of charged particles in beams. In such cases
one should introduce some phenomenological parameterumin
for cutting off the cross section(1) with anglesu,umin. This
parameter can be defined by various physical reasons. Par-
ticularly, in the framework of classical mechanics a small

scattering angle is determined by particles with a large im-
pact parameter[3] connected with a long range character of
the Coulomb potential. Therefore, a small angle cone can be
excluded from the consideration because of a finite transver-
sal widtha of the incident beam withumin,a/ r [4].

Other approaches are used when the mobility of charge
carriers is calculated in impurity semiconductors. At present
Brooks-Herring[5] and Conwell-Weisskopf[6] models are
most commonly used for this problem. These models corre-
spond to different ways of estimating the parameterumin con-
nected with screening the Coulomb potential. However, such
estimations are only of qualitative character and some addi-
tional phenomenological parameter should be introduced for
a more precise description of the mobility as it has been
recently shown in the paper[7]. Accurate calculations of the
integral values characterizing the charge carrier scattering by
impurities is important because of high accuracy of measur-
ing these values in real semiconductors(for example Ref.
[8]) Solution of this problem is of great interest also for
analysing the electron transport in nanostructures such as
quantum wires[9], superlattices and films[10], nanotubes
[11].

Regularization problem for the Coulomb cross section be-
comes more vital in the framework of quantum theory. The
matter is that wave functions for the states of the continuous
spectrum are accurately known[1]; they have no singulari-
ties, even in the case of a plane incident wave which corre-
sponds to the beam with an infinite transversal width. This
means that the singularity of the scattering amplitude is not
an intrinsic feature of the Coulomb system within the scope
of a quantum mechanical description. It might be due to a
rather incorrect description and interpretation of the
asymptotic behavior of the wave function in this case. So,
there should exist some characteristic, or “kinematic,” regu-
larization parameteru0 which unlike the valueumin is not
connected with the initial state of the system. In a general
case the regularized cross section should depend on both
parameters.
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It is critical to emphasize that some specific characteris-
tics of the Coulomb scattering problem have been widely
discussed in monographs and textbooks. For example, it is
shown in book[4] that the connection between the impact
parameter and the scattering angle becomes indefinite in the
case ofu=0, therefore the scattering cross section for zero
angle cannot be calculated in terms of classical dynamics. It
is also well known that a long-range character of the Cou-
lomb potential leads to a logarithmic distortion of the phase
in the asymptotic form of the wave function[1]. However,
the problem of the cross-section regularization has not been
considered in these works.

This problem was first analyzed in our paper[12]. It was
shown that the standard asymptotic representation of the
wave function was not actually formed at small angles when
considering the scattering processes by long-range potentials
fUsrd,1/rs;sø3g. As a result the canonical definition of
the scattering amplitude proved to be inapplicable. In our
work [12] Born approximation over the potentialUsrd and
the time-dependent collision theory[13] were used in order
to calculate the scattering cross section without any singu-
larities. We can also mention a number of papers([14] and
references therein) where it was shown that the interference
between incident and scattered waves changed the
asymptotic form of the wave function and could be signifi-
cant under real experimental conditions even in the case of
some short-range potentials.

In the present paper we consider the nonasymptotic analy-
sis of the observed characteristics for the nonrelativistic Cou-
lomb scattering problem outside the framework of the per-
turbation theory. We use the exact solutions of the
Schrödinger equation in order to answer the following ques-
tions: (l) which “intrinsic” kinematic parameter determines
the regularization of the Rutherford cross section in the
framework of the stationary scattering theory;(2) how does
this regularization depend on such “external” parameters as
the transversal width of the incident wave packet or effective
“cutting off” of the potential;(3) how can one calculate non-
asymptotic values for the integral scattering characteristics
stot, str; (4) what is the analogue of the “optical” theorem
4p Im fs0d=kstot in the case of the Coulomb potential
[1,2]? It seems to us that the answers to these questions have
an important methodical value for understanding the scatter-
ing processes in the field of long-range potentials but have
not been discussed before. Besides, these results can also be
essential for some applications such as the above-mentioned
transport processes in semiconductors with charged impuri-
ties.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the differen-
tial scattering cross section is determined without an
asymptotic representation of the wave function and the kine-
matic regularization parameter is found for the Rutherford
problem. In Sec. III the most important integral characteris-
tics of the scattering problem are calculated. In Sec. IV the
scattering operator and the conservation of the total flux are
analyzed. The time-dependent consideration of the collision
process is discussed in Sec. V and the influence of the inci-
dent beam parameters and the potential screening on the ob-
served scattering characteristics is studied. The scattering
characteristics of the carriers in nondegenerated semiconduc-

tors with charged impurities are calculated in Sec. VI, and
the results are compared with the experimental values of the
carrier mobility in real systems.

II. NONASYMPTOTIC CALCULATION
OF THE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION

FOR THE COULOMB SCATTERING

Let us remember the main definitions of the scattering
theory in terms of stationary quantum mechanics. It is well
known [1] that in the general case one should find the wave
function of the continuous spectrumckWsrWd as the solutions of
the Schrödinger equation

F−
"2

2m
sD + k2d + UsrWdGckWsrWd = 0, s3d

under the following asymptotic boundary conditions(Fig. 1
shows all the necessary notations):

ckWsrWd , eikW·rW, kW · rW → − `, s4d

ckWsrWd , eikW·rW + fsud
eikr

r
, r @ R. s5d

HerekW is the wave vector; the valueR determines a char-
acteristic radius of the potential action with the center atr
=0 ( R→` in the case of the Coulomb field). The wave
function is supposed to be normalized to one particle, so the
flux density in the incident state is

jW =
"

2im
fckWsrWd*¹W ckWsrWd − ckWsrWd¹W ckWsrWd*g .

"

m
kW ; jW0,

kW · rW → − `. s6d

The flux density in the asymptotic state(5) is divided into
two components:

jW = j l
kW

k
+ jsc

rW

r
, r @ R. s7d

FIG. 1. Sketch of the scattering process in the stationary
case.
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One of themj l (a longitudinal component) corresponds to
the particles passed through the field without any interaction
and the second onejsc (a radial component) describes the
scattered particles. This results in the standard definition of
the cross section:

dssud =
jsc

j0
r2dV,

ssud = ufsudu2. s8d

It should be noted that the longitudinal flux also changes
j l , j0, its decrease being determined by the total scattering
cross section in accordance with the “optical” theorem[1].

It is evident that definition(8) is based on the asymptotic
mode (5) for the wave function at the observation pointr.
According to the terminology used in radio-physics and op-
tics (for example [15]), it means that the particle should
leave the “near” zone, the potential action is still consider-
able, and pass to the “far,” or “wave,” zone. The boundary
between these zones is conditioned by the fact that the inter-
ference between incident and scattered waves becomes neg-
ligible, so the difference between their phases satisfies the
inequality

kr − kW · rW = 2kr sin2su/2d . 1,

u . u0 ;Î 2

kr
. s9d

We suppose further that for all real collisions the condi-
tion kr@1 is fulfilled.

It is clear that the boundary of the “wave” zone depends
both on the distancer from the center and the scattering
angleu (Fig. 1). It means that in the general case there is
some part of the particle flux which cannot be described by
the asymptotic wave function(5) even for rather a large dis-
tancer. This property certainly does not depend on the radius
of the potential action. However, the question arises: what is
the contribution of these particles to the integral scattering
process? When the distance from the centerr is fixed, the
number of particles scattered to the “near” zoneu,u0 can be
estimated as

Ndif . j0ss0du0
2 ,

j0ss0d
kr

. s10d

The cross sectionss0d is restricted for the potentials with
a finite action radiusR, thereforeNdif decreases quickly at a
large distance. It means that the contribution of these par-
ticles to the observed scattering characteristics is negligible
for most real experiments. The detailed analysis of the “near”
and “wave” zone formation for the scattering problem with a
short-range potential has been recently considered in paper
[14].

The situation changes fundamentally in the case of a long-
range potentialsR→`d. The valueNdif can even increase
with the distance and its contribution to the formation of the
scattering flux can be significant. Particularly, a similar esti-
mation in the case of the Coulomb field is of the form

Ndif @ j0S a

mv2D2 4

u0
2 , kr. s11d

It means that the asymptotic boundary condition(5) is not
applicable in the entire range of the scattering angles and the
nonasymptotic expression for the wave function should be
used in the case of small angles. It is important to stress that
this circumstance is not related to the width of an incident
beam and is conditioned by the characteristic feature of the
potential itself.

So, the considered regularization problem for the Ruther-
ford cross section within the scope of the stationary scatter-
ing theory is reduced to the analysis of the space flux distri-
bution in terms of the well known exact solution of Eq.(3)
with the potentialUsrd=Ze2/ r but without turning to the
asymptotic representation of the wave function.

We will use the following form of the normalized wave
function [1]

ckWsrWd = NeikW·rWF„± ij,1,iskr − kW · rWd…, N = e±sp/2djGs1 7 ijd,

j =
a

"v
, a = Ze2, v =

"k

m
, s12d

where Fsa,b,td is the confluent hypergeometric function;
Gstd is the gamma function; the upper sign in the formulas
corresponding to the attraction field and the lower one cor-
responds to the repulsion potential.

Let us show that the flux density in the formula(6) cal-
culated with the exact wave function can also be divided into
two components according to formula(7) as it was done in
the asymptotic mode. For this purpose one can use the rep-
resentation of the functionF as the superposition of two
confluent hypergeometric functions of the third genus
U1,2sa,b,td [16]

Fs± ij,1,izd =
1

Gs± ijd
U1s± ij,1,izd +

1

Gs1 7 ijd
U2s± ij,1,izd,

U1s± ij,1,izd = szd±ij eiz

Gs1 7 ijd
e7pjG1s± ij,izd,

G1s± ij,izd =E
0

`

e−uu7ijS1 −
u

iz
D±ij du

iz − u
,

U2s± ij,1,izd = szd7pj 1

Gs± ijd
e7pjG2s± ij,izd,

G2s± ij,izd =E
0

`

e−uu±ij−1S1 +
u

iz
D7ij

du,

z= skr − kWrWd = krs1 − cosud. s13d

Let us also mention the relation between these functions
and the confluent hypergeometric functions of the second
genusUsa,b,td [21]

U1sa,b,td = Usb − a,b,− tdete±ipsa−bd,
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U2sa,b,td = Usa,b,tde±iap,

Usa,b,td =
1

GsadE0

`

e−tuua−1s1 + udb−a−1du. s14d

When the Rutherford cross section is calculated by means
of the standard definition this representation enables one to
find the asymptotic form of the wave function within the
limit z@1 [1]. This case corresponds to the “wave” zone
when the functionU1 transforms to the spherical wave and
the functionU2 tends to the plane wave. However, both these
functions are also well defined in the “near” zonesz,1d
when they can be calculated by means of the following series
[16]:

U1s± ij,1,izd =
1

2
Gs± ijdHFs± ij,1,izd

+
e72pj − 1

2pi
Sf2 ln sizd 7 ip cothspjd − ip

+ 2cs± ijdgFs± ij,1,izd

+ 2o
m=1

`
Gsm± ijd

Gs± ijdsm!d2fcsm± ijd − cs± ijd

+ 2cs1d − 2csm+ 1dgsizdmDJ ,

U2s± ij,1,izd =
1

2
Gs1 7 ijdHFs± ij,1,izd

−
e72pj − 1

2pi
Sf2 ln sizd 7 ip cothspjd − ip

+ 2cs± ijdgFs± ij,1,izd

+ 2o
m=1

`
Gsm± ijd

Gs± ijdsm!d2fcsm± ijd − cs± ijd

+ 2cs1d − 2csm+ 1dgsizdmDJ , s15d

wherecstd is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma func-
tion.

When representation(13) is used in formula(6) one
should take into account only the derivatives of the expo-
nents because the conditionskr@1; z,1 are supposed to be
fulfilled. For example,

− iS rW

r
·¹W DfeikrG1sizdg = eikrFkG1 +

z

r
G18sizdG

. eikrkG1F1 + OS 1

kr
DG . s16d

This estimation is evident for the “near” and “intermedi-
ate” zones of the scattering anglessuøu0,zø1d. On the
other hand, in the “far” zonesu@u0,z@1d the following

estimation can be found using the asymptotic form of the
function G1 [1]:

uG18sizd .
1

z
uG1sizdu.

Therefore approximation(16) can be used in the entire range
of the scattering angles.

This representation permits one to find the scattering flux
jsc directed to the observation point along the vectorrW with-
out using the asymptotic form(5) of the wave function. As a
result the scattering cross section can be estimated in the
entire range of the anglesu in the following way:

s1suddu = sin ur2E
0

2p

dw
jsc

j0
du

= 2j sinhspjde7pjuG1s± ij,izdu2r2 sin u du.

s17d

One can see that the differential cross sections1sud is
finite for any angles in spite of the fact that the function
G1s±ij , izd has a logarithmic singularity at a zero angle as it
follows from Eq.(15) . But there is a nontrivial dependence
of this value on the distance between the center and the ob-
servation point because of a long-range action of the poten-
tial on the particle. The result of this action at small angles
(“near” zone) is not confined to varying the phase of the
scattering amplitude as it happens for the asymptotic range
of angles(“wave” zone) [1].

If one considers the behavior of the functionG1s±ij , izd in
relation to the scattering angle, the “kinematic” parameteru0
for regularizing the Rutherford cross section can be naturally
introduced. The asymptotic range of angles corresponding to
the “wave” zone is actually defined by the condition

z= kr − kW · rW .
1

2
kru2 @ 1,

u @ u0 =Î 2

kr
! 1, x @ 1,

x =
u

u0
, z. x2. s18d

Here a dimensionless valuex is introduced as a conve-
nient variable for the angles comparable with the width of
the “near” zone. Certainly, in the range ofx@1 the standard
asymptotic representation of the integral in the definition of
the functionG1s±ij , izd results in formula(1) with a new
variable

s1sud . 2pS j

k
D2Î2skrd3/2

x3 = 8pS a

mv2D2 1

u3, x @ 1.

s19d

It is well known that the interference between the scatter-
ing flux and the flux directed along the initial velocity of the
particle is not taken into account within the scope of any
quantum scattering theory based on the solutions of the sta-
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tionary Schrödinger equation[1]. So, in order to use formula
(17) in the range ofx,1 corresponding to the “near” zone,
one should compare it with the angle width of the zone
where the above mentioned interference is still valid. It is
clear that the angle width of such an “interference” zone does
not depend on the dynamics of the interaction between the
particle and the field. It is defined only by a transversal width
a of the incident particle wave packet. With this transversal
width of the wave packet, the incident particles have the
angle divergenceuint conditioned by the uncertainty relation
which can be estimated as follows:

uint .
1

ka
. s20d

It means that one can distinguish the scattering flux from
the incident one if the angular width of the “near” zone is
more than the uncertainty relation(20):

uint , u , u0 =Î 2

kr
,

ka2

r
. 1, r , ka2. s21d

We will see below(Sec. IV) that these inequalities are
fulfilled for the distancer, when one can neglect by the
spread of the wave packet. This condition is usually implied
in the time-dependent theory of collisions[13]. A detailed
analysis of the fluxes will also be considered in Sec. IV, but
now one can estimate the contribution of the “interference”
zone to the integral scattering characteristics which in our
case unlike the asymptotic analysis are finite values. There-
fore, the ratio of the particle fluxes scattered into the “inter-
ference” and “near” zones can be estimated as

d =
j int

jdif
. E

0

uint

s1sudduYE
0

u0

s1suddu . Suint

u0
D2

.
2r

ka2

! 1. s22d

It remains small under standard conditions of the collision
theory [13], and one can analyze the distribution of the flux
density in the “near” zone neglecting its interference with the

incident flux. It permits one to find the leading terms of the
differential scattering cross section at small angles using se-
ries (15)

s1sud . 8Î2je7pjsinhspjdxsln xd2r3/2

Îk
. s23d

Figure 2 compares the accurate and asymptotic scattered
(Rutherford) fluxes for different values of the variablex and
the parameterj. It must be kept in mind that the behavior of
the nonasymptotic flux in the “near” zone for scattering by
attractive and repulsive centers is quite different to that of the
Rutherford cross section(1) which is independent of the po-
tential sign for any value ofj. One can see that the regular-
ized differential cross section(17) in the “near” zone is, in
fact, noninvariant relative to the sign of the charge if the
parameterjù1. It should be noted that the effect of a
slightly different interaction of the charge carriers with the
impurities of different signs is well known in the semicon-
ductor physics. It is usually analyzed in terms of the Friedel
sum rule[18] based on the partial expansion of the scattering
amplitude in the series of orbital momenta.

As it follows from Eq.(23), the scattering flux in the case
of the attractive potential varies rather slowly with the in-
crease of the parameterj, but it increases exponentially in
the case of the repulsion. Such behavior of the cross section
takes place only over a narrow angle domain(21) and com-
pensates the exponential decrease of the flux along the line
u=0 which is well known for the repulsive potential[1].

III. INTEGRAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE
COULOMB SCATTERING PROBLEM

Let us now calculate the integral scattering characteristics
for the problem under consideration. According to Eq.(17)
the nonasymptotic expression for the total cross section is
determined by the following integral:

FIG. 2. The ratio of the scattered fluxjsc to
the incident flux densityj0. Solid line, the case of
attractive potential; dashed line, the case of repul-
sive one; dotted line, the Rutherford flux.
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stot =E
0

p

2j sinhspjde7pjuG1s± ij,izdu2r2 sin u du.

s24d

One can use a new variablez in this integral

stot =E
0

2kr

j sinhspjde7pjuG1s± ij,izdu2
2r

k
dz, s25d

and represent it as the sum of two integrals

stot =
2r

k
j sinhspjde7pjHE

0

`

uG1s± ij,izdu2dz

−E
2kr

`

uG1s± ij,izdu2dzJ . s26d

In the second integral the asymptotic representation for
the functionG1 (13) can be used over the whole integration
interval

G1s± ij,izd .
e±sp/2djGs1 7 ijd

iz
,

thus leading to the following simple result:

I2 =
2r

k
je7pj sinhspjdE

2kr

`

uG1s± ij,izdu2dz.
pj2

k2 .

s27d

The order of this integral beingskrd−1 in comparison with
the first integral, its contribution to the total cross section can
be neglected. This permits one to find how the valuestot
depends on the most essential parameters of the problem

stot =
2pr

k
j2I±sjd,

I±sjd = e7pjE
0

`

uU1s1 ± ij,1,izdu2dz. s28d

Here we again use the canonical form for the confluent
hypergeometric function of the second genus[16], the uni-
versal functionsI±sjd depending only on the variablej. They
are found by the converging integrals and can be easily cal-
culated numerically. Figure 3 shows the results.

As distinct from the standard scattering theory for the
short-range potentials, the regularized total cross section for
the Coulomb field depends on the distancer between the
detector and scattering center. One can understand the physi-

cal meaning of this result if one takes into account that ac-
cording to the above analysis[see Eq.(21)] the distance is
restricted by the inequalityr ,ka2 which is actually fulfilled
for real experimental conditions[13]. As a result the maxi-
mal value of the total cross section is

smax= 2pa2j2I±sjd. s29d

It means that the maximal cross section is proportional to
the area of the transversal section of the incident particles
beam. It is quite natural because of a long range character of
the Coulomb potential when finally all the particles of the
beam are scattered with the probability depending on the
dimensionless parameterj. When the detector is situated a
smaller distancer from the center, it will register a fewer
number of the scattered particles depending onr.

It is important to emphasize that the considered peculiari-
ties of the Coulomb problem should be taken into account
only for small angle scattering experiments for the potential
without screening and the processes depending on the inte-
gral scattering characteristics. In other cases our results com-
pletely coincide with the standard Rutherford consideration.

Now let us consider another integral characteristic of the
scattering process, namely, the transport cross section which
is a very important quantity for a lot of applications. It is
determined by the formula

str =E
0

p

2j sinhspjde7pjuG1s± ij,izdu2r2 sin us1 − cosuddu.

s30d

If one uses the variablez in this integral and comes back
to the hypergeometric function of the second genus, Eq.(30)
transforms itself as follows:

str =
2pj2

k2 e7pjA±
trsjd,

A±
trsjd =E

0

2kr

uUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2z dz. s31d

The integrand function for the transport cross section is
essentially suppressed in the range of small angles in com-
parison with the total cross section. Thereforestr is deter-
mined only by the logarithm of the distance to the observa-
tion point whereasstot is proportional to this distance.
Besides, this function decreases rather slowly for largez and
one cannot use the trick analogous to Eq.(26) for str. Nev-
ertheless, a series of transformations of the integralI±

trsjd
permits one to find the analytical dependence on the coordi-

FIG. 3. Universal functionsI±sjd which define
the total scattering cross section as the function of
the parameterj for the cases of repulsion and
attraction.
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nater with the accuracy of the orderskrd−1. Let us divide the
integral into two parts in the following way:

A±
trsjd =E

0

1

uUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2z dz+E
1

2kr

uUs1 7 ij,1,izdu2z dz.

If one uses the asymptotic formula for the hypergeometric
function [16]

uUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2 .
e±pj

z2 + O„szd−3
…,

the second term in this integral is identically transformed

E
1

2kr FuUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2 −
e±pj

z2 Gz dz+E
1

2kr e±pj

z
dz.

Here the second integral is easily calculated analytically,
but now the integrand expression in the first one decreases
rather quickly and the estimation analogous to Eq.(26) can
be used:

E
1

` FuUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2 −
e±pj

z2 Gz dz−E
2kr

` FuUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2

−
e±pj

z2 Gz dz

. E
1

` FuUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2 −
e±pj

z2 Gz dz

+ Ofskrd−1g. s32d

As a result the transport cross section is defined by well-
converged integrals:

str =
2pj2e7pj

k2 HE
0

1

uUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2z dz

+E
1

` FuUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2 −
e±pj

z2 Gz dz+ e±pjlns2krdJ
=

2pj2

k2 „I±
trsjd + lns2krd…,

I±
trsjd = e7pjSE

0

1

uUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2z dz

+E
1

` FuUs1 ± ij,1,izdu2 −
e±pj

z2 Gz dzD . s33d

Figure 4 shows the results of a numerical calculation of

the universal functionsI±
trsjd=fsk2/2pj2dstr −lns2krdg.

IV. SCATTERING OPERATOR AND CONSERVATION
OF THE FLUX WITHIN SCOPE
OF THE STATIONARY THEORY

As it follows from the results of the preceding section the
integral scattering characteristics calculated on the basis of a
nonasymptotic consideration increase with the distancer
from the center to the observation point. At the first sight it
seems that this can contradict the conservation of the particle
total flux whenr becomes rather large. However, let us show
that this dependence expresses only the fact that the potential
influences the scattering process at any distance from the
center but the scattering flux remains considerably less than
the integral incident flux at anyr. For a qualitative analysis
one should take into account that within the scope of the
stationary scattering theory the quantum state of the incident
particle is described by a plane wave. Then the total incident
flux J0 through the sphere of radiusr corresponding to the
observation point can be estimated as follows:

J0 . j0pr2.

Then the ratio of the scattering and incident integral
fluxes is

jsc
tot

j0
.

stot

r2 =
2p

kr
j2I± ! 1. s34d

It is also important to consider this problem more pre-
cisely. It is known[1] that in the quantum theory of scatter-
ing with short-range potentials the “optical” theorem is the
consequence of the total flux conservation when the ampli-
tude of scattering at a zero angle is a finite value. We use the
same approach[1] in order to find the consequence of this
condition for the case of a nonasymptotic analysis of the
Coulomb scattering.

Let us represent the general solution of the Schrödinger
equation for the case of the elastic scattering as the linear
combination of the functions(12) with arbitrary coefficients
FsnWd which determine the probability amplitudes to find the

state with the wave vectorkW =knW in the initial packet:

CsrWd =E FsnWdckWsrWddVnW

= NE FsnWdeikrnW·nW8F„± ij,1,ikrs1 − nW ·nW8d…dVnW

=E FsnWdFszd±ij eikr

Gs± ijd
G1s± ij,izd

FIG. 4. Universal functionsI±
trsjd for the

transport cross section for the cases of attraction
and repulsion. Solid line, the case of attraction;
dashed line, the case of repulsion.
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+ szd7ij eikrnW·nW8

Gs± ijd
G2s± ij,izdGdVnW ,

nW8 =
rW

r
, z= krs1 − nW ·nW8d, s35d

wheredVnW is the element of the solid angle in the direction
of the vectornW.

In accordance with the physical interpretation of the con-
tributions made by the functionsG1, G2 to the total wave
function (12), the first term in Eq.(35) describes that part of
the integral scattering operator[1] which corresponds to the
formation of the scattering wave. The term, proportional to
the function G2, describes the deformation of the wave
packet conditioned by changing the plane wave in the Cou-
lomb field. One can estimate the second term by the same
method that was used for proving the “optical” theorem in
the case of a short-range potential[1]. If the conditionkr
@1 is fulfilled, the main contributions to this integral are
made by small intervals near the points of stationary phases
when integrating overnW. These points correspond to the vec-
tors nW1=−nW8 and nW2=nW8. Near the first point the variablez
.2kr is very large. Therefore one can use the asymptotic
expression for the functionG2s±ij , izd and the integrand has
no singularities in this case. As a result the contribution to
the integral from the domain close to this point defines the
converged spherical wave with a standard logarithmic distor-
tion of its phase[1]

,2pi
e−ikr7ij ln 2kr

kr
Fs− nWd.

When estimating the contribution to the integral from the
second point of the stationary phase corresponding to the
scattering at small angles one should take into account that
the functionG2s±ij , izd has a logarithmic singularity at the
point z=0. Nevertheless, rather a smooth weight function
FsnWd can be removed from the integral at the pointnW =nW8. It
leads to the following estimation:

,2pFsnWde7sp/2dj eikr

krGs± ijdFE0

`

szd7ije−izG2s± ij,izddz

−E
2kr

`

szd7ije−izG2s± ij,izddzG .

The second integral in this expression can be omitted
within the limit kr@1 and the initial wave function is repre-
sented in the form:

CsrWd . 2pi
e−ikr7ij ln 2kr

kr
Fs− nW8d − 2pi

eikr

kr
FAFsnW8d

+E f̂snW,nW8dFsnWddnWG ,

A =
ie7sp/2dj

Gs± ijd E0

`

szd7ije−izG2s± ij,izddz,

f̂snW,nW8d =
ikr

2pGs± ijd
e7sp/2dje±ij ln krs1

− nW ·nW8d±ijG1f± ij,ikrs1 − nW ·nW8dg. s36d

It is more convenient to rewrite this expression in terms of
the hypergeometric function of the second genus

A = ie7sp/2djE
0

`

e−izUs± ij,1,izddz,

f̂snW,nW8d = −
ikrGs1 7 ijd
2pGs± ijd

e7sp/2djU„1 7 ij,1,− ikrs1 − nW ·nW8d….

s37d

Now the function is represented as the superposition of the
incoming and outgoing spherical waves and this permits one
to introduce the scattering matrix[1] as the following inte-
gral operator:

ŜsnW,nW8d . AdnW,nW8 + f̂snW,nW8d. s38d

Here dnW,nW8 is the unit operator which corresponds to the
wave passed without any scattering and the parameterA de-
fines the change in its amplitude(in the case of a short-range
potential A=1 [1]). The integral over the angles from the

scattering operatore f̂*snW ,nW8d f̂snW8 ,nWddnW8 exactly coincides
with the expression for the total cross section(28), multi-
plied by k2/4p2. A long-range character of the potential is
reflected in the fact that the scattering matrix elements de-
pend on the coordinater due to the distortion of the front of
a spherical wave. However, it is very important to introduce
this operator because it defines the kernel of the collision
integral in the kinetic equations describing various transport
processes[20]. But if one uses such operator in the collision
integral for one-particle distribution function the additional
averaging over the coordinate should be fulfilled. The depen-
dence of the functionfsnW8 ,nWd on the coordinate is rather
smooth, therefore the valuer in this function can be substi-
tuted as an average distance between the scattering centers, if
the correlation between these centers can be neglected(see
below Sec. VI). An analogous substitution was used in some
generally accepted models for the regularization of the trans-
port cross section of the scattering by charged impurities in
semiconductors[5,6].

The unitary property of the matrixŜsnW ,nW8d leads to the
“optical” theorem for short-range potentials[1]. But if one
uses this condition for the Coulomb potential, because the

operator f̂snW ,nW8d has a logarithmic singularity at coinciding
arguments one should define the method for calculating the

integral from the product of singular functionsf̂snW ,nW8d and

dnW,nW8 in the operator ŜŜ+. It means actually that the
asymptotic estimation of the integral in Eq.(36) is unaccept-
able for the operator which is quadratic over the scattering
matrix. Therefore, let us analyze separately the flux conser-
vation considering the following integral:

I =E dVf¹W · jWsrWdg ; E frW · jWsrWdgr dVnW ,
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jWsrWd =
"

2mi
hC*srWd¹W CsrWd − CsrWd¹W C*srWdj, s39d

with the total wave function(35).
Using the superposition(35) in formula (39) one can take

into account the completeness of the coefficientsFsnWd. Then
the integration along all directions in this integral is equiva-
lent to the integral from the fluxjWst calculated by means of a
general formula(39) but with stationary wave functions
ckWsrWd defined by Eq.(12) (for definiteness, let us consider the
attractive potential)

jWstsrWd =
"pjepj

m sinh pj
HkWuF„ij,1,iskr − kW · rWd…u2

− jSkW − k
rW

r
DImsFF1

*dJ ,

¹W F„ij,1,iskr − kW · rWd… = jSkW − k
rW

r
DF„ij + 1,2,iskr − kW · rWd…

; jSkW − k
rW

r
DF1. s40d

Generally speaking, the valueI is equal to zero identically
because of the flux conservation for the stationary scattering
problem. The “optical” theorem follows from this condition
if an asymptotic form(5) for the wave function can be used
[1]. But in the considered problem this condition means that

the flux directed along the vectorkW (it determines the change
in the intensity of the incident wave), and the scattering flux
along the vectorrW are related as follows:

E dVnWskW ·nWduF„ij,1,iskr − kW · rWd…u2

= jE dVnWskW ·nW − kdImsFF1
*d. s41d

As it is shown above, the integrals over the angles for the
Coulomb scattering problem include an essential contribu-
tion defined by the “near” zone. Therefore, both parts of Eq.
(41) depend on the coordinater and the standard asymptotic
expressions for the “optical” theorem are unacceptable be-
cause the total cross section and the scattering amplitude at
zero angle tend to infinity in this case. But if one shows that
the leading terms of Eq.(41) are equal within the limit of
large r skr@1d it can be considered as the analog of the
“optical” theorem for the Coulomb potential.

In order to prove this let us use a new variable for the
integrals in Eq.(41)

z= kr − kW · rW, sin u du =
dz

kr
,

and transform them as follows:

E
0

2kr

uFsij,1,izdu2dz=E
0

2kr z

kr
huFu2 + j ImfFs− ij,1,− izdFsij

+ 1,2,izdgjdz. s42d

One can estimate the integrals from the confluent hyper-
geometric functions within the limitkr@1 by means of the
following approach. The integral on the left side of Eq.(42)
can be identically transformed

J1 =E
0

2kr

uFsij,1,izdu2dz=lim
d→0

FE
0

`

uFu2e−dzdz

−E
2kr

`

uFu2e−dzdzG . s43d

The parameterd→0 is introduced for the regularization of
both integrals at an upper limit. The asymptotic form of the
function F can be used in the second term and the first term
can be expressed by the hypergeometric function
Fsa ,b ,g ,zd using the formula(see, for example[1])

Jsld =E
0

`

e−lzzg−1Fsa,g,kzdFsa8,g,k8zddz

= Gsgdla+a8−gsl − kd−asl − k8d−a8

3FFa,a8,g,
kk8

sl − kdsl − k8d
G . s44d

When the integrals from the functions with different sec-
ond arguments are calculated, the following recursion rela-
tion can be used[16]:

Fsa + 1,g + 1,zd =
g

z
fFsa + 1,g,zd − Fsa,g,zdg.

Let us give also the leading terms of the asymptotic ex-
pansions for the functionsF andF1 which are used for cal-
culating the integrals with the limitss2kr ,`d

Fsij,1,izd . e−pj/2F z−ij

Gs1 − ijdS1 −
ij2

z
+

j2s1 + ijd2

2z2 D
−

izijeiz

zGsijdG ,

F1 = Fsij + 1,2,izd .
ie−pj/2

z
F z−ij

Gs1 − ijd
S1 −

js1 + ijd
z

D
−

zijeiz

Gs1 + ijd
S1 −

js1 − ijd
z

DG .

As a result the leading term on the left side of Eq.(42) is
in the form

J1 . e−pjsinh pj

pj
H2kr + 2j −

1

kr
Fj2

+ ReSGs1 + ijde−2ikr−2ij ln 2kr

Gs− ijd DGJ + OS 1

skrd2D .

s45d

This value determines the variation of the flux directed
along the incident wave vector and it increases linearly with
the distance from the scattering center similarly to the total
cross section. As mentinoed above[Eq. (40)], this increase is
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not connected with the increase of the particle flux but only
describes the distorted part of the wave front which extends
together withr because of a long-range character of the po-
tential.

Calculating the integral

J2 =
1

kr
E

0

2kr

uFsij,1,izdu2z dz

by a similar method leads to the following result:

J2 . e−pjsinh pj

pj
H2kr +

2

kr
Fj2S−

3

2
− Recs1 + ijd

+ ln 2krD − ReSGs1 + ijde−2ikr−2ij ln 2kr

Gs− ijd DGJ
+ OF 1

skrd2G , s46d

wherecsxd is the logarithmic derivative ofG function [16].
The last integral in Eq.(42)

J3 =
j

kr
E

0

2kr

z ImfFs− ij,1,− izdFsij + 1,2,izdgdz

= −
j

kr
E

0

2kr

RefFs− ij,1,− izdFsij + 1,1,izdgdz, s47d

transforms itself as follows:

J3 .
2

kr
e−pjsinh pj

pj
Hj2f1 + Recs1 + ijd − ln 2krg

+
1

2
ReSGs1 + ijde−2ikr−2ij ln 2kr

Gs− ijd D + jkrJ + OF 1

skrd2G .

s48d

Substituting Eqs.(45)–(48) for Eq. (42) shows that the
latter is satisfied with the considered accuracy. Besides, one
can see that the left side of Eq.(42) corresponds to the total
cross section(28), and the right side of Eq.(42) corresponds
to the imaginary part of the scattering operator(38) with nW
=nW8. So, one can consider this calculation as the proof of the
“optical” theorem for the Coulomb scattering problem.

V. THE WAVE PACKET PROPAGATION
IN THE COULOMB FIELD

As it follows from the results of the preceding sections,
the regularization of the Rutherford cross section is deter-
mined by the characteristic angle

u0 =Î 2

kr
, s49d

which corresponds to the boundary of the “near” zone and is
consider as the kinematic parameter(KP) of the system.
However, in real scattering experiments the incident particle
is actually represented by the localized wave packet[13].
Besides, the Coulomb potential is screened at some distance

Rs, depending on the properties of the medium where the
collision occurs. Therefore, in the general case the problem
is characterized by some additional parameters that can be
considered as external parameters(EP). So, one should esti-
mate the conditions under which KP are more important for
the cross section regularization than EP. One will take into
account the two most essential EP: the screening angleus
and the incident angle parameteruint, depending on the wave
packet transversal widtha and defining the interference zone
between the incident and scattered waves(see also Sec. II). A
simple estimation of these parameters leads to

us =
1

kRs
, uint =

1

ka
. s50d

The kinematic regularization is evidently most essential if
the angle width of the “near” zone is larger than the charac-
teristic angle intervals connected with EP, i.e., the following
conditions are fulfilled

u0 . us,
kRs

2

r
. 1, u0 . uint,

ka2

r
. 1. s51d

The first inequality depends on the screening mechanism
and should be analyzed for each concrete system as it will be
shown below(Sec. VI) for the scattering by impurities in
semiconductors. In order to take into account the finite size
of the wave packet in the second inequality in Eq.(51) one
should use the time-dependent theory of collisions[13,12],
which will be considered in this section.

Let us suppose that the initial state of the particle at the
momentt=0 is defined by the wave packet in the following
form:

CkWsrW,0d =E dqWFsqW − kWdeiqW·srW−rW0d ; eikW·srW−rW0dGsurW − rW0ud,

Gsrd =E dpWFspWdeipW·pW , s52d

whererW0 is the coordinate corresponding to the initial posi-
tion of the wave packet;FspWd are the probability amplitudes

of the wave vector distribution near the centerkW in the initial
state;Gsrd is the function which describes the form of the
localized wave packet in the coordinate space[13].

In order to describe the evolution of the wave packet(52)
it should be expanded in the solutions of the stationary
Schrödinger equation with the Coulomb potential[12] (for
definiteness let us consider the attractive potential)

ckWsrWd = NeikW·rWFfijk,1,iskr − kW · rWdg.

In standard scattering experiments(Fig. 5) the initial po-
sition of the wave packet corresponds to the conditionz0
→−`. In this case the stationary wave functionckWsrWd coin-
cides with the plane wave[13] and the expansion ofCkWsrW ,0d
in the functionsckWsrWd includes the same coefficients as in the
formula (52), with the accuracy of the terms being of the
order uz0u−1, due to the logarithmic distortion of the wave
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front in the Coulomb field[1]. As a result the wave function
describing the wave packet state of an arbitrary moment of
time is of the following form:

CkWsrW,td =E dqWFsqW − kWdeiqW·rWe−iqW·rW0epjq/2Gs1 − ijqdF„ijq,1,isqr

− qW · rWd…e−i"q2t/2m. s53d

As it is thoroughly analyzed in the monograph[13] the
wave packet extension(diffraction) can be neglected during
the interaction in real scattering experiments. This corre-
sponds to the following approximation in the integrand ex-
pression in formula(53):

qW − kW = pW , p ! k,
"q2

2m
.

"k2

2m
+ spW ·vWd, jq . j =

a

"v
,

q . k +
spW ·kWd

k
, s54d

where vW ="kW /m is the group velocity of the center of the
wave packet coinciding with the velocity of classical par-
ticles.

Let us briefly remember the results of the time-dependent
collision theory for the case of a short-range potential when
the asymptotic form(5) of the stationary wave function can
be used for analyzing the wave packet evolution[13]

CkWsrW,td =E dqWFsqW − kWdeiqW·rW0Fe−iqW·rW + fsuqd
eiqr

r
Ge−i"q2t/2m,

s55d

whereuq is the angle between the vectorsqW andqrW / r.
Now one can use expansions(54) and find the following

result for the functionCkWsrW ,td

CkWsrW,td . HeikW·rWGsurW − rW0 − vWtud + fsukd
eikr

r
GSUr

kW

k
− rW0

− vWtUDJe−ikW·rW0e−i"k2t/2m. s56d

Figure 5 shows schematically the distribution of the prob-
ability density corresponding to the wave packet(56) at

some momentt. It demonstrates two essential results which
actually represent the basis for using the quantum mechani-
cal stationary scattering theory for describing the collisions
between real particles[13]. First, the overlapping of the
fluxes corresponding to the incident[the first term in formula
(56)] and scattering particles should be taken into account if
they are indistinguishable because of the uncertainty correla-
tion for the incident wave packetuint=1/ka. It means that the
width u0 of the “near” zone should be greater than this value.
Besides, the scattering flux is localized in the spherical layer
with the average radiusr .urW0+vWtu and width,a. The angu-
lar distribution of the scattering particle within the limits of
this layer is fully determined by the scattering amplitude
fsukd calculated on the basis of the stationary theory.

The expansions(54) can be used in the integral(55) if the
integrand has no singularities in the range of the variable
variation. This condition is not satisfied for the asymptotic
form (5) in the case of the Coulomb field because the Ruth-
erford amplitude includes unintegrable singularity. Let us
show, however, that the representation of the wave packet
similar to formula(56) also holds for the Coulomb problem
if the expansion(56) is made on the basis of nonasymptotic
representation(13) for the confluent hypergeometric func-
tion:

CkWsrW,td =E dqWFsqW

− kWde−iqW·rW0e7sp/2djqFszqdijq
eiqr

Gsijqd
G1sijq,izqd

+ szqd−ijq eiqW·rW

Gsijqd
G2sijq,izqdGe−i"q2t/2m,

zq = qr − qW · rW. s57d

The functionsG1,2 are rather smooth and integrable. One
can use expansion(54) for their arguments if the following
condition is satisfied within the regionzqø1, the latter being
of the most essential variation of these functions:

zk ù pW ·Sr
kW

k
− rWD . prup, s58d

u2 .
1

kr
ù S 1

ka
D2

,
ka2

r
ø 1. s59d

It coincides with the above mentioned estimation(51) made
on the basis of the qualitative analysis. It should also be
emphasized that the same inequality permits one to neglect
the extension of the wave packet during the collision[13]:

u2 .
1

kr
ù Sa

r
D2

,
ka2

r
ø 1. s60d

As a result the functionsG1,2 in formula (57) can be re-
moved out of the integral with the arguments corresponding
to the center of the wave packet and this leads to the expres-
sion

FIG. 5. Sketch of distribution of the probability density corre-
sponding to the wave packet(56) at some momentt.
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CkWsrW,td = Fszkdijk
eikr

Gsijkd
G1sijk,izkdGSUr

kW

k
− rW0 − vWtUD

+ szkd−ijk
eikW·rW

Gsijkd
G2sijk,izkdGsurW − rW0

− vWtudGe7sp/2djkei−kW·rW0e−i"k2t/2m, zk = kr − kW · rW.

s61d

It means that the scattering process in the Coulomb field
can be considered on the basis of the stationary theory as it
takes place in the case of a short-range potential. Besides, the
incident and scattered wave packets are extending in space
separately excluding an unessential domain of their overlap-
ping.

VI. CALCULATION OF CHARGE CARRIER MOBILITY
IN EXTRINSIC SEMICONDUCTORS

It is important to consider a specific physical system
where the described peculiarities of the scattering process in
the Coulomb field can appear for some observed character-
istics. According to the estimation(51), they are possible if
the following inequality is fulfilled:

kRs
2

r
. 1. s62d

HereRs is the screening radius of the Coulomb potential in a
medium and it depends on the screening mechanism in the
system. The valuer is defined by the distance between the
scattering center and the detector or by the average distance
between two subsequent collisions if the scattering operator
(32) is used for describing of kinetic processes in the system.

In the present paper the nonasymptotic scattering theory
will be used for analyzing of charge carrier mobility in ex-
trinsic semiconductors at low temperature. In this case the
concentration of the impurity centers determines both the
type of the carriers and their concentration and also the main
contribution to the resistance of the semiconductor[17]. The
problem has been recently analyzed in detail in paper[7] and
the results of various phenomenological models for regular-
ization of the Rutherford cross section are compared with
experimental data[7]. It is shown that the widely used mod-
els of Brooks-Herring[5], and Conwell-Weisskopf[6] do not
completely describe the experimental dependence of the mo-
bility on temperature and impurity concentration. The au-
thors of paper[7] fitted the experimental data much better by
means of an additional phenomenological parameter, having
the physical meaning of the characteristic collision time.
Such parameter seems to take into account partly the influ-
ence of the “near” zone(see Sec. II) on the formation of the
scattered flux. So, the regularization of the scattering prob-
lem in the Coulomb field is of interest not only as the meth-
odological problem but also as the applied one.

Let us consider an extrinsic semiconductor with the donor
concentrationsn1 and acceptorn2 in the charge statesZ1e
and Z2e, respectively(in most real structures the impurities

with the chargeuZ1,2u=1 are important), e being the absolute
value of the electron charge.

In general case the valuene is determined by both ther-
mally excited carriers and carriers due to impurities. Semi-
conductors with a wide forbidden zone are analyzed in paper
[7] and the valuene can be estimated as

ne . Z1n1 − Z2n2 = n,

for the considered low temperature.
Let us also introduce another parameter which is more

common in semiconductor physics:K is compensation and
usually has quite a small valueK.0.1 [7]

n1 =
n

Z1 − KZ2
, n2 =

nK

Z1 − KZ2
, K =

n2

n1
. s63d

It is well known [17] that the Coulomb potential screen-
ing in semiconductors is defined by several factors. On the
one hand, there is a static dielectric constante conditioned by
the electrons from the valency band which does not change a
long-range character of the potential. On the other hand, the
Debye screening of the potential by free electrons(or holes)
leads to its cut off at the distance[17]

Rs .Î ekBT

4pe2ne
, s64d

wherekB is Boltzmann constant;T is the crystal temperature;
ne is the concentration of free charge carriers(electrons in
the conduction band forn-type semiconductors or holes in
the valence band forp-type semiconductors).

The average distancer between scattering centers and the
characteristic were vector for the carriers in formula(62) can
be estimated as

r . n−1/3, k =
Î2m*E

"
.

Î3m*kBT

"
,

with m* being the carrier effective mass.
As a result condition(62) leads to the following inequal-

ity:

s3em*d1/2skBTd3/2

4pe2"n2/3 . 1, s65d

which is fulfilled in the entire range of the density and tem-
perature considered in[7].

In most applications the theoretical estimation of the car-
rier mobility is based on the approximation of the relaxation
time t and Maxwell’s velocity distribution. It leads to the
following formula (for definitenessn-type semiconductors
are considered) [17]:

m =
e

m* ktl, s66d

ktl = FE
0

`

E3/2e−E/kBTG−1E
0

`

tsEdE3/2e−E/kBT. s67d

Here the relaxation time is supposed to be averaged on the
energy of carriers with Maxwell’s distribution.
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It is known[19] that if several scattering mechanisms take
place(e.g., the scattering by donors and acceptors), to obtain
a more accurate result the additional averaging on the types
of scattering centers should be fulfilled:

tsEd =
t1sEdt2sEd

t1sEd + t2sEd
,

t1,2sEd =
1

n1,2vstr1,2
, s68d

where the indexes 1,2 correspond to the scattering by donors
and acceptors;str1,2 is the transport cross section for the
cases of attraction and repulsion. In accordance with Sec. III
these values are defined by the formulas

str1,2=
2pj1,2

2 e7pj1,2

k2 E
0

2kr1,2

uUs1 ± ij1,2,1,izdu2z dz.

s69d

The more accurate formula than in Eq.(33) is used here
because in this case the conditionkr@1 cannot be fulfilled.

The interaction parameters between carriers and scattering
centers in the considered cases are the following:

j1,2sEd =
Z1,2e

2

e"v

and the static dielectric constant of the crystal is taken into
account.

According to formulas(69) the transport cross section de-
pends on the potential charge as distinct from its calculation
with the Rutherford cross section. A similar effect(“phase
shift”) is well known for extrinsic semiconductors and is
considered usually by means of the Fridel sum rule[18]. An
indefinite parameterr is included in Eq.(69) . If the valuem
is calculated in the totally microscopic way it should be av-
eraged on the space distribution of the impurities in the
sample. It is equivalent to the integration of expression(66)
by r taking into account Eq.(69). However, the transport
cross section has a smooth logarithmic behavior atr which
can be substituted in Eq.(69) as the average distance be-
tween the impurities with the considered accuracy. Then the
value r =0.5ni

−1/3 can be used in Eq.(69) similar to both
models[5] and [6].

It is convenient to define the auxiliary valuestr8 so that

str = 2p
j2

k2str8 .

Then a nonasymptotic calculation leads to

str1,28 = e7pj1,2E
0

2kr1,2

uUs1 ± ij1,2,1,izdu2z dz, s70d

with the values

r1 =
sZ1 − KZ2d1/3

2n1/3 , r2 =
sZ1 − KZ2d1/3

2snKd1/3 ,

which are defined by one-half of the average distance be-
tween donors and acceptors, respectively.

As a result the following expression for carrier mobility
can be obtained:

m =
25/2e2skBTd3/2

3p3/2e3m*1/2n
E

0

` x3e−x

Z1
2str18 sxd + KZ2

2str28 sxd
dx. s71d

The integrals over energies can be estimated in a standard
way [6]: smoothly changing functions can be taken out of the
integrals with the argumentx=3 when the energy distribu-
tion function has its maximum value. This leads to the fol-
lowing analytical expression for the mobility:

m =
27/2e2sZ1 − KZ2dskBTd3/2

p3/2e3m*1/2nfZ1
2str18 s3kBTd + KZ2

2str28 s3kBTdg
. s72d

If Z1=Z2=1 it transforms as follows:

m =
27/2e2s1 − KdskBTd3/2

p3/2e3m*1/2nfstr18 s3kBTd + Kstr28 s3kBTdg
. s73d

We can compare this with the analogous formula in the
framework of Conwell-Weisskopf model[6]

mCW=
27/2e2s1 − KdskBTd3/2

p3/2e3m*1/2ns1 + KdlnS1 +S 3ekBTs1 − Kd1/3

Ze2fns1 + Kdg1/3D2D .

s74d

The results of the calculation using Eqs.(73) and their
comparison with Conwell-Weisskopf model results are
shown in Fig. 6. The same figure shows that the dependence
of the mobility on the temperature and the compensationK
in our consideration differs greatly from the results of
Conwell-Weisskopf model[6] based on the Rutherford cross
section with the phenomenological regularization. In prin-
ciple, such difference can be revealed in some experiments.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the question whether the
nonintegrable singularity of the Rutherford scattering cross
section is an intrinsic feature of the Coulomb problem or one
could avoid it following the rigorous rules of the quantum
mechanical scattering theory. The reason for this question is
in the obvious contradiction between the behavior of the ex-
act wave function of the particle in the Coulomb field

ckWsrWd = e±sp/2djGs1 7 ijdeikW·rWFf± ij,1,iskr − kW · rWdg,

and its asymptotic form

ckWsrWd . eikW·rW + fsud
eikr

r
,

which is used in the standard scattering theory.
The former expression is finite within the whole space in

contrast to the latter one which tends to infinity along the line
u=0. The answer to the above question is the following: the
reason for the singularity in the cross section for a long range
Coulomb potential is not physical but is due to an improper
mathematical use of the asymptotic representation for the
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wave function in the “near” zone which is determined by the
cone with the angleu0.Î2/kr alongkW (Fig. 1). If one cal-
culates the flux of the scattered particles with the exact wave
function, the cross section remains finite in the entire range

of angles. This leads to the regularization of the Coulomb
scattering problem and permits one to calculate the finite
value for the total and transport cross sections and consider
the analog of the “optical” theorem for this case. One of the
main results of the paper is expressed in formula(28) for the
total cross section that is different for attractive and repulsive
potentials

stot =
2pr

k
j2I±sjd,

with well-defined functionsI±sjd of the dimensionless pa-
rameter of the Coulomb interactionj=e2/"v.

The most unusual feature of the regularized cross section
is its dependence on the distancer between the detector and
the scattering center. The physical meaning of this result be-
comes clear if one takes into account than in real scattering
experiments the flux of incident particles is represented by
the wave packet with the transversal widtha, and the stan-
dard interpretation of the scattering data is possible under the
condition that the diffraction extension of the wave packet is
negligible [13]. This leads to the restriction for the distance
r ,ka2 which is actually fulfilled for real experimental con-
ditions [13]. As a result the maximal value of the total cross
section is

smax= 2pa2j2I±sjd.

It means that the maximal cross section is proportional to
the area of the transversal section of the incident particles
beam: because of a long range character of the Coulomb
potential all particles of the beam are eventually scattered
with the probability depending on the parameterj. So, it is
quite natural that when the detector is situated at a smaller
distancer from the center, it will register a fewer number of
the scattered particles depending onr.

It is important to emphasize that the considered peculiari-
ties of the Coulomb problem should be taken into account
only for the small angle scattering experiments for the po-
tential without any screening and the processes depending on
the integral scattering characteristics. In other cases our re-
sults completely coincide with the standard Rutherford con-
sideration.
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